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Abstract. This paper evaluates an automatic power reduction scheme
of OSCAR automatic parallelizing compiler having power reduction control capability when multiple media applications parallelized by the OSCAR compiler are executed simultaneously on RP2, a 8-core multicore
processor developed by Renesas Electronics, Hitachi, and Waseda University. OSCAR compiler enables the hierarchical multigrain parallel processing and power reduction control using DVFS (Dynamic Voltage and
Frequency Scaling), clock gating and power gating for each processor
core using the OSCAR multi-platform API. The RP2 has eight SH4A
processor cores, each of which has power control mechanisms such as
DVFS, clock gating and power gating. First, multiple applications with
relatively light computational load are executed simultaneously on the
RP2. The average power consumption of power controlled eight AAC
encoder programs, each of which was executed on one processor, was
reduced by 47%, (to 1.01W), against one AAC encoder execution on one
processor (from 1.89W) without power control. Second, when multiple
intermediate computational load applications are executed, the power
consumptions of an AAC encoder executed on four processors with the
power reduction control was reduced by 57% (to 0.84W) against an AAC
encoder execution on one processor (from 1.95W). Power consumptions
of one MPEG2 decoder on four processors with power reduction control
was reduced by 49% (to 1.01W) against one MPEG2 decoder execution on one processor (from 1.99W). Finally, when a combination of a
high computational load application program and an intermediate computational load application program are executed simultaneously, the
consumed power reduced by 21% by using twice number of cores for
each application. This paper conﬁrmed parallel processing and power
reduction by OSCAR compiler are eﬃcient for multiple application executions. In execution of multiple light computational load applications,
power consumption increases only 12% for one application. Parallel processing being applied to intermediate computational load applications,

power consumption of executing one application on one processor core
(1.49W) is almost same power consumption of two applications on eight
processor cores (1.46W).

1

Introduction

Multicore processors have been widely used in a variety of applications such
as embedded systems like mobile devices, games, Digital TV, robots and automobiles, PCs, workstations, and high-performance computers. In embedded
systems, various types of multicore processors, for example IBM Toshiba Sony
CELL/BE[1], Hitachi Renesas Waseda RP1[2], RP2[3] and RPX[4], ARM NEC
MPCore[5], Fujitsu FR1000[5], Panasonic UniPhier and so on, are used for a
wide variety of applications such as image and audio processing, and real-time
controls. In these embedded multicore platforms, the reduction of power consumption is a crucial problem to extend battery life. Currently, many multicore supports DVFS and/or Power Gating for each processor coare controled by
OS. However, OS does not control power status inside an application program
pallalelized for multiple cores. The OSCAR compiler has realized an automatic
power control scheme using DVFS and Power Gating for each core on a multicore
with automatic parallelization of an application program under the constraints
of the minimum time execution or the satisfaction of real-time deadline, or realtime execution. However, no paper has evaluated power consumed by multiple
application programs parallelized and power controlled by a compiler. This paper
evaluates performance and consumed power on a 8-core homegeneous multicore
RP2 integrating eight 600MHz SH4A processor cores with power control function of 100%, 50%, 25%, 0% of Frequency statuses in a one clock transition time,
1.4V, 1.2V and 1.0V three levels of voltage states and power gating for individual
cores in 5 micro seconds power shut-down and 30 micro seconds power recovery
when multiple media applications parallelized and power-controlled by OSCAR
comoiler are executed simultaneously. Also, the parallel and power controlled C
programs are generated using OSCAR multi-platform API, which are a set of
about 20 directives for C and Fortran programs using 4 directives from OpenMP,
such as Section, Flush, Critical and Thread-private and new directives for power
control, realtime management, DMA transfer, distributed shared memory management, group barrier synchronization and so on. The generated C or Fortran
parallel program using OSCAR API[6] can be compiled by ordinary OpenMP
compilers. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an
overview of the OSCAR compiler and its power reduction scheme. Section 3
describes RP2 low-power multicore and characteristic of evaluated applications.
Section 4 shows the power consumption evaluation of OSCAR compiler power
reduction scheme on RP2. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the main conclusion of
this paper.

2

Multigrain Parallel Processing

The OSCAR compiler exploits multigrain parallelism, coarse grain parallelism,
loop level parallelism and near ﬁne grain parallelism from the whole source program. The OSCAR compiler consists of the Fortran77 and restricted C frontend,
middle path for multigrain parallelization and several backbends for diﬀerent
target machines. The compiler generates coarse grain tasks called macro-tasks,
analyzes parallelism among the macro-tasks by the earliest executable condition analysis,schedules macro-tasks to threads or thread groups statically, apply
power reduction scheme, generates parallel code with OSCAR API.
2.1

Macro-Task Generation

In multigrain parallelization, a program is decomposed into three kinds of coarse
grain tasks, or macrotasks (MTs), such as a block of pseudo assignment statements (BPA) like a basic block, a repetition block (RB) like a loop and a subroutine block (SB) like a subroutine [7–11]. Macro-tasks can be hierarchically
deﬁned inside each sequential loop which cant be parallelized, and a subroutine
block.
2.2

Earliest Executable Condition

After generation of macro-tasks, data dependencies and control ﬂow among
macro-tasks are analyzed in each nested layer, and hierarchical macro-ﬂow graphs
(MFGs) as shown in Figure 1 (a) representing control ﬂow and data dependencies among macro-tasks are generated[7, 8]. Next, to extract coarse grain task
parallelism among macro-tasks, Earliest Executable Condition analysis[7, 8, 12,
13] is applied to each macro-ﬂow graph. It analyzes control dependencies and
data dependencies among macro-tasks simultaneously and determines the conditions on which macro-tasks may begin their execution earliest. By this analysis, a
macro-task graph (MTG)[7, 8, 12] as shown in Figure 1 (b) is generated for each
macro-ﬂow graph. This graph represents coarse grain task parallelism among
macro-tasks.
2.3

Macro-task Scheduling

Static scheduling or dynamic scheduling is chosen for each macro-task graph. If a
macro-task graph has only data dependencies and is deterministic, static scheduling at compilation time is selected. Generally, static scheduling is more eﬀective
than dynamic scheduling since it can minimize data transfer and synchronization overhead without runtime scheduling overhead. If a macro-task graph is
non-deterministic by conditional branches among coarse grain tasks, dynamic
scheduling at runtime is selected to handle the runtime uncertainties. Dynamic
scheduling routines for non-deterministic macro-task graphs are generated by
OSCAR compiler and inserted into a parallelized program code to minimize
runtime scheduling overhead.
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Fig. 1. Earliest Executable Condition Analysis

2.4

Power reduction scheme[14]

The power reduction scheme determines suitable voltage and frequency for each
MT after Macro-task scheduling. Figure 2 (a) shows MTs 1, 2 and 5 are assigned
to PE0, MTs 3 and 6 are assigned to PE1, MTs 4, 7 and 8 are assigned to PE2.
Edges among tasks show data dependence. OSCAR compiler estimates execution
time of each MTs, then decide critical path which is longest execution time of
the MTG. Deﬁning execution time of the target MTG, parallel processing of
the MTG after DVFS has to satisfy the given deadline. OSCAR compiler with
the power reduction scheme decides optimal frequency and voltage of each MT
to minimize the whole energy consumption. The detail of voltage and frequency
scaling algorithm is described in [14]. After determining voltage and frequency of
MTs, OSCAR compiler with the power reduction scheme tries to apply dynamic
power shutdown, clock gating or frequency scaling to reduce unnecessary energy
consumption including static power consumption by idle processors. OSCAR
compiler recalculates MTGs after DVFS like Figure 2 (b) and selects power
gating, clock gating, frequency scaling or no control for each idle part, considering
the period of idle time and its overhead.
2.5

OSCAR API Code Generation[6]

The OSCAR API is designed on a subset of OpenMP for preserving portability over a wide range of multicore architectures. An OpenMP-based design can
support both C and Fortran programs. However, in order to avoid the complexity of a backend compiler and runtime routines, only three directives are
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Fig. 2. OSCAR compiler’s power control scheme

chosen from the OpenMP, such as parallel sections, ﬂush, and critical, which
enable one-time single level thread creation. Note that nested parallelism is not
required for the OSCAR API. In addition to these three directives, one OpenMP
directive (threadprivate) is extended, and 12 directives are newly added to support the parallel optimizations carried out using the OSCAR compiler, whose
speciﬁcations are simple as possible.

3

RP2 Multicore and Characteristic of applications

This chapter describes RP2, 8-core multicore processor developed by Renesas
Electronics, Hitachi and Waseda University and characteristic of evaluated applications.
3.1

RP2 Multicore

RP2[3] is 8 cores multicore processor developed by Renesas Electronics / Hitachi
/ Waseda University supported by NEDO Multi core processors for realtime consumer electronics project. RP2 integrate eight SH-4A cores. Figure 3 shows the
architecture of RP2. Each processor core has CPU, cache memory, local memory
(ILRAM, OLRAM), distributed shared memory (URAM), and DMAC (DTU).
RP2 guarantee hardware cache coherence by MESI protocol until 4 cores. However, software must guarantee cache coherence 5 cores and above. Frequency of
each core can be changed to 600MHz, 300MHz, 150MHz, and 75MHz independently. In addition supply voltage of entire core can be changed to 1.40V, 1.20V,

Fig. 3. Architecture of RP2 Multicore

and 1.00V. Figure 4 shows RP2 power status. Light Sleep stop CPU clock supply. Normal Sleep stop clock supply of processor core except URAM and DMAC.
Resume Standby stop URAM clock supply and shutdown processor core except
URAM. CPU oﬀ shutdown entire core.
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Fig. 4. Power Status of RP2 Multicore

3.2

Evaluated Applications

This section describes speciﬁcations of evaluated applications.
AAC Encoder This program read audio data and process Filter bank, MS
stereo, Quantization, and Haﬀman coding for each frame. Each frame can be
processed parallel. Encoding process are unrolled by number of processor. Deadline of power control is 23ms per one frame. This AAC encoder is implemented

by Parallelizable C, which is referred to AAC-LC encoding program of Renesas
Electronics and Hitachi.
MPEG2 Decoder MPEG2 decoder stages are Variable Length Decoding (VLD),
Motion Compensation, Inverse Quantization and Inverse DCT. MPEG2 decoder
has slice parallelism and macroblock parallelism. Each parallelism has sequential
execution on VLD. In this paper, the code of MPEG2 decoder is implemented
with reference of MediaBench[15] with the description explained in Section5.1.
Furthermore, VLD for a slice is divided into searching a slice header, called Prescanning[16], and decoding a slice. Decoding slices is executed in parallel, so that
parallel execution part is increased. The OSCAR compiler extracts slice level
parallelism. Deadline of power control is 33ms per one frame.
Characteristics of Application Figure 5 shows characteristics of each application. As a light computational load application, AAC encoder is selected.
AAC encoder can fulﬁll deadline by VERYLOW (75MHz) power status. 19 seconds audio data is inputted. AAC encoder process 19 seconds audio data by
2.7 seconds. AAC encoder has enough waiting time for deadline. As a middle
computational load application, AAC encoder (deadline 3 seconds) and MPEG2
decoder (resolution 352x128) is selected. AAC encoder need 2.7 seconds by one
core, so this AAC encoder must run at FULL power status when using only one
core. MPEG2 decoder process 352 pixel x 128 pixel video by 8.3 seconds by using
one core. In addition continuous I/O has been issued by bit processing of Prescanning. As a high computational load application, MPEG2 decoder (resolution
352x240) is selected. MPEG2 decoder process 352 pixel x 240 pixel video by 17.6
seconds by using one core and 11.1 seconds by using two cores. MPEG2 decoder
must use two cores or above to fulﬁll deadline (15 seconds). This paper execute
these applications multiple and mesure power consumption of entire chip.

4

Performance of simultaneous execution of multiple
application programs parallelized and power-controlled
by OSCAR compielr

This section evaluates execution performance and consumed power on the RP2
eight core homogeneous multicore with DVFS and power gating capabilities
when multiple media application programs, which are automatically parallelized
and power-controlled by OSCAR compiler, are executed simultaneously sharing
eight cores.
4.1

Performance of simultaneous execution of multiple
low-processing-load applications

This sub-section describes consumed power on RP2 when low-processing-load
applications shown in Figure 5 namely each application program is a real-time

Load
Low

Application
AAC encoder
㧔deadline 19 seconds㧕

Intermediate

AAC encoder
㧔deadline 3 seconds㧕

Intermediate

MPEG2 decoder
㧔resolution 352x128㧕

Characteristic
enough waiting time to deadline
computational load is relatively light
no waiting time to deadline
computational load is relatively light
no waiting time to deadline
computational load is relatively high
frequent I/O access

High

MPEG2 decoder
(resolution 352x240)

parallel processing is need to meat deadline
computational load is relatively light
frequent I/O access

Fig. 5. Characteristic of Application

AAC encoder to encode a 16 seconds music ﬁle in 16 seconds, are executed
in parallel. Figure 6 shows consumed power when one to eight light-load AAC
encoders are executed in parallel using diﬀerent numbers of processor cores on the
RP2. The vertical axis shows the consumed power and the horizontal axis shows
number of processor cores, or PEs, to execute the two AAC encoders. In each
number of PEs, AAC encoder programs less than number of PEs are executed.
For example, on one PE, just one AAC encoder is executed sequentially with a
non power controlled mode shown in left bar and a power controlled mode shown
in right bar. Also, on eight PEs, the left bar shows consumed power when one
AAC encoder is executed in parallel, each of which uses one PE, with non power
controlled mode. The second left bar shows the consumed power when one AAC
encoder is executed on 8 PEs in parallel with the power control. The third left bar
shows the consumed power when two AAC encoders are executed in parallel each
of which uses 4 PEs respectively. The forth bar shows the power when 4 AAC
encoders are executed in parallel, each of which uses 2 PEs respectively. The ﬁfth
left bar shows the power when 8 AAC encoders are executed in parallel, each of
which uses 1 PE. In other words, if ”N” application programs are executed on
”M” PEs, ”M/N” PEs are assigned to each application programs in each number
of PEs. In this light-load AAC encoder, a PE can easily execute the AAC encoder
keeping real-time deadline. On the1 PE, though one AAC encoder without power
control, or an ordinary single core execution with 100% frequency (600 MHz)
and the highest voltage (1.4V), consumes 1.89 W, the power controlled AAC
encoder just requires 0.59 W since OSCAR compiler chose 1/8 frequency (75
MHz) and the lowest voltage (1.0V) for waiting the dead line. Namely, OSCAR
compiler gives us 69% of power reduction when one AAC encoder is executed
on one PE. On 2 PEs, one AAC encoder parallelized on 2 PEs without power
control consumes 2.19 W. One AAC encoder parallelized to 2 PEs with power
control consumes 0.59 W that is the same as on the 1 PE since OSCAR compiler

applies appropriate DVFS control in nano-second order during execution and
power gating to the second PE and lowest frequency and voltage power states to
the ﬁrst PE during waiting for the deadline. Also, two AAC encoders on 2 PEs, in
which each AAC encoder is executed on 1 PE with power control, consumed just
0.66 W. In the two AAC encoder real-time execution, OSCAR compiler reduces
power by 70% from 2.19W to 0.66W. On 4 PEs, one AAC encoder parallelized for
4 PEs without power control consumes 2.75 W. One AAC encoder parallelized
to 4 PEs with power control consumes 0.59 W, or the same as on 1 PE. The
two AAC encoders on 4 PEs, in which each AAC encoder is executed on 2 PEs
with power control, consumed just 0.68 W. Also, four AAC encoders on 4 PEs,
in which each AAC encoder is executed on 1 PE with power control, consumed
just 0.78 W. In other words, OSCAR compiler reduces the power by 72% from
2.19W to 0.66W when four AAC encoders are executed on 4PEs. On 8 PEs, one
AAC encoder parallelized for 8 PEs without power control consumes 3.47 W.
One AAC encoder parallelized to 8 PEs with power control consumes 0.60 W,
or the almost same as on 1 PE. The two AAC encoders on 8 PEs, in which each
AAC encoder is executed on 4 PEs with power control, consumed just 0.69 W
that is similar to 0.66 W on 2PEs and 0.68 W on 4 PEs. The four AAC encoders
on 8 PEs, in which each AAC encoder is executed on 2 PEs with power control,
consumed 0.82 W that is just 0.04 W larger than on 4 PEs. Also, eight AAC
encoders on 8 PEs, in which each AAC encoder is executed on 1 PE with power
control, consumed just 1.01 W. In other words, OSCAR compiler reduces the
power by 71% from 3.47 W to 0.66 W when eight AAC encoders are executed
on 8 PEs. Here, we should pay attentions that the eight AAC encoder execution
on 8 PEs just requires the just 0.13 W for one AAC encoder though the one
AAC execution on 1 PE without power control consumes 1.89 W, namely the
eight core execution gives us 93% power reduction, and the one AAC execution
on 1 PE with power control consumes 0.59 W, namely the eight core execution
gives us 78% power reduction. These results show the simultaneous execution of
multiple low-load application programs with OSCAR compiler’s power control
gives us huge reduction in a single application average power consumption.
4.2

Performance of simultaneous execution of multiple Intermediate
processing-load applications (AAC encoder)

This sub-section describes consumed power on RP2 when intermediate- processingload applications shown in Figure 5, namely each application program is a superreal-time AAC encoder to encode a 16.0 seconds music ﬁle in 3.0 seconds, are
executed in parallel. In this application, a single PE needs 2.7 seconds to process and manages to satisfy the real-time deadline with the almost highest clock
frequency. Figure 7 shows consumed power when one to four intermediate-load
AAC encoders are executed in parallel using diﬀerent numbers of processor cores
on the RP2. Here, the case of eight AAC encoders is not shown because eight
AAC encoders on 8 PEs exceeds RP2’s memory capacity. The vertical axis shows
the consumed power and the horizontal axis shows number of PEs as Figure 7.
On the1 PE, one AAC encoder without power control consumes 1.95 W and
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Fig. 6. Power Consumption of Low processing-load applications (AAC encoder)

the power controlled AAC encoder requires 1.78W, namely 9% power reduction, since in the intermediate-load there is only a 0.3 s to wait for dead line
in which OSCAR compiler can choose 1/8 frequency (75 MHz) and the lowest voltage (1.0V). On 2 PEs, one AAC encoder parallelized for 2 PEs without
power control consumes 2.27 W. One AAC encoder parallelized to 2 PEs with
power control consumes 1.18 W that is 40% power reduction from 1.95 W on
1 PE without power control and 34% power reduction from 1.78 W on 1PE
with power control since OSCAR compiler applies appropriate DVFS and power
gating automatically. Also, two AAC encoders on 2 PEs, in which each AAC
encoder is executed on 1 PE with power control, consumed 2.20 W. In the two
AAC encoder real-time execution, OSCAR compiler reduces power by 3% from
2.27W to 2.20W. On 4 PEs, one AAC encoder parallelized for 4 PEs without
power control consumes 2.85 W. One AAC encoder parallelized to 4 PEs with
power control consumes 0.84 W, namely 57% power reduction from 1.95 W of
one AAC on 1 PE without power control and 53% power reduction from 2.78W
of one AAC on 1 PE with power control. On 8 PEs, one AAC encoders without
power control consumes 3.59 W. One AAC encoder parallelized to 8 PEs with
power control consumes 0.87 W that is the same as one AAC on 4 PEs. The two
AAC encoders on 8 PEs, in which each AAC encoder is executed on 4 PEs with
power control, consumed just 1.13 W that is 78% reduction from 2.20 W of two
AACs on 2 PEs which is the minimum number of PEs to satisfy the deadline
and 26% reduction from 1.53 W of two AACs on 4PEs. The four AAC encoders
on 8 PEs, in which each AAC encoder is executed on 2 PEs with power control,
consumed 2.21 W that is the same as 2.20W of two AACs on 2PEs. These re-
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Fig. 7. Power Consumption of Intermediate processing-load applications (AAC encoder)

sults show the simultaneous execution of multiple intermediate-load application
programs with OSCAR compiler’s power control gives us large reduction by parallel execution of each application since the parallel processing make chances of
DVFS and power gating during execution.

4.3

Performance of simultaneous execution of multiple
Intermediate-processing-load applications (MPEG2 decoder)

Figure 8 shows power consumption of MPEG2 decoder multiple executions. Horizontal axis indicates sum of processor PEs used by all applications. Vertical
axis indicates power consumption of entire chip. Each bar indicates number of
MPEG2 decoders executed multiple. 1MPEG2 means power consumption of one
MPEG2 decoder execution. 2MPEG2 means power consumption of two MPEG2
decoders, which is using half number of PEs indicated by X-axis. Power consumption reduce from 1.99W (one PE) to 1.0W (four PEs) by applying parallel
processing. Power consumption of 2 MPEG2 decoders (four PEs for each) is
1.46W. This is almost same power consumption of 1 MPEG2 decoder (one PE,
1.49W). Middle computational load applications can be reduce power consumption by applying parallel processing and executing multiple applications. Power
consumption of each MPEG2 decoder is 0.73W, which reduce power consumption at 51% against 1 MPEG2 decoder (one PE). MPEG2 decoder has high bus
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pressure by Prescanning. MPEG2 decoder should be executed to shift I/O timing. This is because power consumption reduction ratio of MPEG2 decoder is
relatively low against AAC encoder. Processors voltage control domain should
be divided to control power eﬀectively when middle computational load applications are executed.
4.4

Performance of simultaneous execution of multiple
High-processing-load applications (MPEG2 decoder)

Figure 9 shows power consumption of MPEG2 decoder multiple executions. horizontal axis indicates sum of processor PEs used by 352x128 resolution MPEG2
decoder and 352x240 resolution MPEG2 decoder. Vertical axis indicates power
consumption of entire chip. When diﬀerent resolution MPEG2 decoders are executed multiple, timing of FV control are diﬀer. This is because execution time
of each decode stage are diﬀerent. Thus, supply voltage (controlled by entire
chip) is hard to down. In addition, power status of each application is diﬀerent.
For example, power status is FULL+MID by 2PE+2PE execution. At this time
supply voltage is 1.40V (FULL), so power consumption is 2.28W. This reduces
only 3% against 2PE+1PE execution. However, power status is MID+LOW by
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4PE+2PE execution. At this time supply voltage is 1.20V and power consumption is 1.85W. This reduces 21% against 2PE+1PE execution (2.35W). When
middle computational load application and high computational load application
are executed multiple, hardware co-operation to divide supply voltage domain
is eﬀective to reduce power consumption.

5

Conclusions

This paper has evaluated the power reduction scheme of OSCAR automatic parallelizing compiler when multiple media application programs parallelized and
po-wer-controlled by OSCAR compiler are executed simultaneously on the Renesas / Hitachi / Waseda RP2 eight core homogeneous multicore processor. Execution performances are almost no diﬀerences from a single program execution
when multiple parallelized programs are executed simultaneously since OSCAR
compiler’s cache memory optimization function minimizes main memory, or oﬀchip shared memory, accesses and prevents main memory contentions. Power
consumption of multiple applications with relatively light computational load
was reduces by 68% against non-power controlled applications. When multiple
applications are executed simultaneously, total power consumption was 1.01W
with 8 AAC encoders, each of which was executed on one core. At this time,
an average power consumption of each AAC encoder was 0.13W and this value

was 22% of power compared with one application executed on 8 cores. This
result shows that when we execute 8 AAC encoder (1 core for each), power
consumption reduce at 78% against 1 AAC encoder (8 cores). Light computational load applications should be executed as much as possible to reduce power
consumption of one application. Average power consumption of multiple applications with middle computational load reduces at 30% by parallel executions.
In addition, when 4 AAC encoders (2 cores for each) are executed, power consumption is 0.55W by 1 AAC encoder. This power consumption reduces at 37%
against 1 AAC encoder (8 cores), and reduces at 69% against 1 AAC encoder
(1 cores). When multiple meddle computational load applications are executed,
parallel processing can reduce power consumption. Average power consumption
of 2 MPEG2 decoders (4 cores for each) is lower than average power consumption of 1 MPEG2 decoder (1 core). At this time, power consumption of each
MPEG2 decoder (0.73W) reduces at 51% against 1 MPEG2 decoder (1.49W).
However, if voltage control domain is divided by hardware, there is more room
to reduce power consumption. This tendency is more notable at executing both
high computational load application and middle computational load application
multiple. This paper conﬁrmed automatic parallelization and automatic power
control scheme of OSCAR compiler is eﬀective to reduce power consumption of
multiple applications.
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